Can treatment delay be utilized as a key variable for monitoring the pool of infectious tuberculosis in a population?
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Abstract
Background: A major goal of tuberculosis control programs is to stop community transmission of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. However, this can not be rapidly accomplished because, in endemic areas, most of the population is already infected, serving as a reservoir that continuously contributes to the pool of infectious cases. Tuberculin surveys are the main tools used to monitor the infectious pool, but there are serious methodological constraints, and they require resources and expertise that are often unavailable. There is an urgent need for alternative means to monitor the epidemic at the local level.

Methodology: We investigated whether a systematic registration of treatment delay in the tuberculosis program records of the Amhara Region of Ethiopia could be utilized to estimate the infectious pool of tuberculosis.

Results: The study showed that the total number of infectious days and hence an estimate of the infectious pool could be calculated by recording the treatment delay for new TB cases, retreatment cases and failures, and by estimating the number of undiagnosed cases. Of these categories, treatment delay among new smear-positive tuberculosis cases contributes the greatest number of infectious days.

Conclusions: A local tuberculosis program can use a systematic recording of treatment delay as a quantifiable variable to monitor the infectious pool, and can also serve as a key indicator of program performance.
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Introduction
The goal of tuberculosis (TB) control programs is to stop community transmission of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. However, this is a slow process, because more than 80% of the adult population in endemic areas is already infected [1,2] and serves as a reservoir that continuously contributes to the pool of infectious cases. The size of the infectious pool is fundamental to predict the TB epidemic.

The main indicator used by the World Health Organization (WHO) is the Case Detection Rate (CDR), which is defined as the notification rate of new cases of smear-positive TB divided by the estimated incidence rate. The WHO has defined a CDR of 70% as a target under the Millennium Development Goals [3].

Incidence rates and Annual Risk of Tuberculosis Infection (ARTI) are estimated based on tuberculin surveys utilizing Purified Protein Derivative (PPD) skin-tests, which have a range of methodological problems. The most serious is the low specificity, with a substantial cross-sensitization from BCG and environmental mycobacteria [4-7]. In an attempt to overcome these problems, the so-called models of mixture analysis have been developed to sort out the parameters of the underlying distributions [8]. But these models do not solve the problems.

The sensitivity of the tuberculin skin tests in surveys is substantially easier to define than their specificity. Close to normal distributions of reaction sizes have been found in healthy persons in areas with low interference from environmental mycobacteria [9]. Given a normal distribution, the number of infected individuals missed because they have an induration less than the cut-off value can be calculated. Regarding culture confirmed TB patients, however, there are diverging reports of sensitivity. A normal distribution is found [10,11], and using the national cut-off values, miscellaneous studies have found from 0-37% of culture-confirmed TB patients with a negative PPD skin test [12-14].
There is also a problem with inconsistent results depending on how the test is performed and the tuberculin reagent used. In Nigeria, 488 unvaccinated young workers with a high prevalence of tuberculosis were skin tested with 4 low-dose Mantoux tests (PPD-RT-23, PPD-Tuberculin, PPD-Battey, and PPD-Gause) and with concentrated (2 mg/ml) PPD by the Heaf multiple-puncture method. Established methods for estimating the proportion of tuberculous-infected (cut-off point, dual-test, and curve-reconstruction) subjects yielded a wide range from 32%-62% found to be infected [15]. Diverging results depending on the tuberculin reagent have also been found in other studies [16-18]. Vaccination technique and BCG strain used by the national immunization program are also determinants of the PPD reaction [19].

Other studies report substantial inconsistent results over time. In 2000, Dubuis et al. performed a survey among 7,600 children aged 6-7 years in Kabul, Afghanistan. The average ARTI was estimated to be 0.34% [20]. The estimated ARTI from two national tuberculin surveys conducted in 1963 and 1978 were 2.55 % and 3.53 % respectively [21]. There are no major methodological arguments against the Dubuis survey. As seen elsewhere, one should expect the ARTI to rise in a country so heavily burdened by wars and hardship during the last decades [22]. There are no apparent reasons to explain the abrupt fall to 0.34% in 2000, and these results should make us cautious in using skin test surveys as a tool of calculating disease burdens.

In the majority of low-income countries, tuberculin skin testing is not feasible. In addition to disposable needles and syringes, tuberculin itself is expensive. The costs of employing and training personnel on a national scale are tremendous. Additionally, the world also faces an increasing shortage of supplies of reference tuberculin [23].

Even finding an optimal method to determine the prevalence and risk of infection does not address the next main problem: What is the linkage between risk of infection and burden of disease? Utilizing a database of Dutch recruits of the pre-chemotherapy era, Styblo estimated that a 1% annual risk for infection would correspond with an incidence of new cases of smear-positive TB of approximately 50 per 100,000 [24]. Although this is no more applicable, it is still being utilized as the base of incidence estimates. This view has been questioned by a range of authors. Hans Rieder simply states in *Epidemiologic Basis of Tuberculosis Control* that “the determination of the risk of infection will not allow estimation of disease incidence in a community” [25]. In their 2008 report, the WHO also finally stopped using these kinds of calculations.

There are a number of reasons for this: At the most fundamental level, latent tuberculosis can be viewed as an equilibrium between host and bacillus [26]. In response to infection with *M. tuberculosis*,

---

**Figure 1.** An illustration of the Dye model on tuberculosis case detection.
most persons mount a robust immune response that prevents active disease from occurring, and the bacterium avoids elimination. In most cases, the host response is sufficient to forestall active disease for a lifetime; however, occasionally the immune response fails and the infection reactivates to cause active disease. These complicated mechanisms cannot be calculated by a simple formula; the relationship between risk of infection and risk of reactivation and active disease is influenced by a range of factors of the bacilla, the host and the environment, and can be different from one population to another.

In conclusion; a model built on estimates derived from low-specific tuberculin surveys will probably not give us the true incidence. But what are the alternatives?

Among the models that have been developed to describe the infectious pool is the dynamic model of Chris Dye et al. (figure 1). Individuals enter into the pool when they develop active pulmonary TB and become infectious at a certain rate, and leave the pool as they start treatment, self-cure or die at certain rates. The size of the pool, and hence the burden of contagious cases, is defined by the relative size of these rates [27].

One achievable variable to estimate the infectious pool is treatment delay (TD), which is defined as the time from debut of the first symptom to the start of treatment after making a proper diagnosis. We conducted a literature review of TD in tuberculosis and found that TB patients are able to recall the onset of symptoms with acceptable accuracy [28].

**Materials and Methods**

In an attempt to operationalize the Dye model, we systematically recorded TD in a population of 18.1 million individuals in the Amhara Region of Ethiopia [29]. Three groups contribute to the infectious pool of TB: New TB cases, retreatment cases, and failures. Each patient’s contribution to the infectious pool is equal to the number of days that he or she remains infectious; that is, the interval between the day the patient can recall the onset of symptoms and the day the patient starts treatment. Retreatment cases and failures remain infectious until they are cured or die. Our estimate of the infectious pool is based on a direct count of treatment delay days for each patient, and by estimating the number of undiagnosed cases, the total number of infectious days and hence an estimate of the infectious pool can be estimated.

A cross-sectional study was conducted between September 1, 2003, and December 31, 2003. The following zones were randomly selected from the eleven zones in Amhara, Ethiopia, as study sites: North and South Wollo, North Gonder, North Shewa, East Gojam and Bahir Dar. The study sites were all the five hospitals that are available in the selected zones. Besides this, we included 15 health care centers. We did not include any health stations because they are not diagnostic facilities for TB. Participants were consecutively included and interviewed immediately after diagnosis until the intended sample size was achieved. The data was collected by nurses and health officers who had been trained for the purpose. New sputum-smear positive (ss+) pulmonary TB patients aged 15 or more years were included in the original study on TD [30], but all categories of pulmonary TB patients were interviewed, and the data for the other patient categories were retrieved for the purpose of this study at a later stage. Sputum-smear negative (ss-) cases were diagnosed by a score system based on clinical evaluation aided by suggestive chest X-rays and/or lacking response to a course of broad-spectrum antibiotics. Cultivation of sputum is not available in the Amhara Region. Patient register card, TB registration books, and laboratory registers were cross-checked to assure the data quality and the collection of data was closely monitored by the study supervisors. The sample size was calculated using the formula required for determination of sample size for estimating single proportions. By taking a previous study performed in Ethiopia on TD, which showed a 58% proportion of more than one month delay, a 95% CI and a margin error of 5% of the sample size were calculated to 373. In total 384 patients were included. A pretested structured questionnaire was used to collect information on sociodemographics, the major presenting symptoms of pulmonary TB, the duration of the major presenting symptoms, and the date of the first health care visit. The major pulmonary symptoms included on the questionnaire were presence of cough for more than 3 weeks, production of sputum, chest pain, and hemoptysis. Patient register cards, TB registration books, laboratory registries and electronic data were cross-checked and validated to ensure the quality of data. The annual numbers for 2003 were interpolated. SPSS version 11.0 was used for analysis.
Results

The results of our calculations for the year 2003 are presented in Table 1. The median infectious period for retreatment cases, defined as the time from cease of primary treatment to start of new treatment, was 75 days. Thus 49 retreatment cases contributed 3,675 days to the infectious pool. There were also 60 treatment failures, which because of their long infectious period of 365 days, made a substantial contribution of 21,900 days to the infectious pool. There were 5,013 new ss+ PTB cases, each with a median TD of 95 days. These cases made the largest contribution to the infectious pool (476,235 days). It was estimated that approximately 33% of all new ss+ PTB cases were undiagnosed or not notified by the NTP (see the discussion section for details on these calculations). The estimated infectious period of each untreated case was 60 days; thus these cases contributed 150,360 days to the infectious pool. The largest group of patients was the 6,159 ss- PTB cases who initiated TB treatment. Estimating their infectiousness as 20% of that of the ss+ cases (see the discussion section for details on these calculations), they had an infectious period of 20 days and contributed 123,180 days to the infectious pool. The total estimated infectious pool for the Amhara region in 2003 was 775,350 days, or 4,284/100,000 pop.

Discussion

There are two demanding variables in our calculations:

1. The size and nature of the undiagnosed group

The WHO calculated the CDR for new smear positive cases in Ethiopia to be 36% in 2003. As discussed in the background section, the CDR is built on old tuberculin surveys extrapolated to the present situation [1]. For several reasons it is unlikely that there are 64% undiagnosed cases. First, Pulmonary TB is a serious disease with characteristic symptoms. The patient seeks treatment, self-cures, or dies within a few months [31]. In many communities, the traditional belief as well as the experience of previous generations is that if you get TB you will die [32]. After the introduction of modern medicines these beliefs seem to be changing. Despite dire poverty and long distances to health care, most patients seek treatment, and they prefer allopathic (modern) medicine [33]. Our study on help-seeking behavior in Bangladesh found that more than 90% of patients with symptoms of TB preferred to visit an allopathic doctor first. Among the ten surveyed diseases, this was the highest preference score for modern medicine [32].

To estimate the size of the undiagnosed group a key question is “Are the non-detected mostly not ever detected, or are they not yet detected?” After Direct Observed Treatment Shortcourse (DOTS) is introduced in a country, the number of new cases identified proceeds through distinct transitional phases. This is illustrated by the development in the Sudan [33]. The national strategy was to first establish TB treatment facilities in the larger cities and main hospitals. This was followed by a steep rise in the number of diagnosed cases. After the introduction of the NTP at the district level, a further steady increase was expected, but did not happen. Instead, after an initial small increase in the case findings, mainly involving women and children, a plateau was reached. The symptoms of TB were serious enough that patients traveled a long distance for care. Thus the main proportion of patients were diagnosed at a time when treatment facilities were only available in the main cities [33], which indicates that most of the un-notified TB patients are not yet detected rather than not ever detected; they come forward and are notified sooner or later.

Ethiopia is an interesting case because TB drugs are not available outside the NTP. Private practitioners as well as traditional practitioners all refer their TB patients to the NTP for treatment [30]. This makes Ethiopian data on the undiagnosed group more reliable than data from most other high endemic countries where TB drugs are sold in the open market and a range of practitioners outside the NTP are providing treatment. A prevalence study was conducted by Sharige et al. in an area of Ethiopia with a well-organized TB control program that had functioned for more than ten years [34]. To the authors’ surprise they found that only one-third of the total number of new ss++ were undiagnosed by the local TB control unit. In our study, we found the diagnostic delay of new ss+ TB cases to be 80 days [30]. Eleven weeks of infectiousness prior to diagnosis is five times as much as the two weeks of (gradually reduced) infectiousness after initiation of anti-TB treatment. Given that the non-detected patients are mostly not yet detected in the process of reaching a diagnosis, 33% additional non-detected patients is in accordance with what we can expect, and we utilized this number as the base of our calculations of the size of the undiagnosed group. It must be emphasized that the relative number of un-
notified cases, and the period they remain untreated, differs between countries and the regions within them, and must be carefully estimated before calculating the infectious pool. To estimate the number of undiagnosed TB cases and define the group that is not notified by the NTP but is still diagnosed and treated by private practitioners, hospitals and other health care facilities, the NTP needs to monitor their activities and have close cooperation.

In the validation phase of the new tool it is important to get an estimate of the undiagnosed cases, but one should not overemphasize this in the implementation; if repeated local prevalence studies are needed to validate this variable, the purpose of introducing a simple and feasible tool for a local TB program in a low-resource setting is not fulfilled. Why not then just perform prevalence studies? How can this new tool be utilized in areas where no proper or recent prevalence studies have been performed – which constitute a majority of high-endemic areas? We believe that the most useful application of the new tool is to monitor trends, how the infectious pool changes, both to monitor the development of the local TB epidemic and to monitor the effectiveness of the local TB program. Hence, to monitor trends, the tool can be utilized even without knowing the percentage of undiagnosed cases. If a large majority of the undiagnosed cases are not yet detected rather than not ever detected, the significance of this group is not so much the number of cases but rather how long it takes before they are diagnosed, of which the tool gives a good estimate. The best way to effectively combat the epidemic is to focus on TD to reduce it.

### Table 1. Annual infectious pool of TB cases in a population of 18.1 million in Amhara Region, Ethiopia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Infectious period (days)*</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Number of infectious days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retreatment cases</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failures</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undiagnosed cases</td>
<td>60**</td>
<td>2506**</td>
<td>150360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New ss+ cases</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5,013</td>
<td>476235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New ss- cases</td>
<td>20***</td>
<td>6,159</td>
<td>123180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total infectious pool</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>775350</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Defined as the period from debut of symptoms to start of treatment
** Estimated as 1:2 of all new ss+ cases [34]
***The infectiousness of ss- is estimated as 20% of the ss+ cases [35]; their infectious period is thus divided by five

2. The contribution of the sputum smear-negative cases

Sputum smear-negative (ss-) PTB cases are generally less infectious, and their contribution to the infectious pool is not well studied. We based our calculations on two molecular studies: First a study in Greater Vancouver, Canada, which determined that ss- cases are responsible for at least one-sixth of culture-positive episodes of TB transmission [35]. Secondly, a study in San Francisco, California, found that the source patient was ss- in at least 17% of the registered episodes of transmission, and it was estimated that ss- patients were 22% as likely as ss+ patients to transmit TB [36]. Studies such as these, which demand an almost complete overview of the transmission in a population and the utilization of advanced molecular techniques, have not been performed in any high-endemic country. Although we have no reason to believe that the infectiousness of ss- cases should be different from low- to high-endemic areas, further hypothesis testing is needed. In our estimate, ss- PTB cases contribute to the infectious pool as 20% of the ss+ PTB cases, and in Table 1 we have divided the ss- PTB cases’ TD by 5 to estimate their contribution to the infectious pool.

Three recent studies estimated the median time to sputum culture conversion after first-line treatment to 28 days [37], 33 days [38] and 34 days [39], but the viability of the organisms rapidly deteriorate after treatment onset [40]. From several studies conducted in the 1960s, the praxis of releasing the hospitalized ss+ patient from isolation after two weeks on a regime including rifampicin was established, and is still the part of authoritative recommendations [41]. Taking into account the progressively reduced infectiousness, our estimates have added an
infectious period of 15 days to each ss+ patient after the start of treatment.

As shown in our recently published review [28] of diagnostic and treatment delay in TB, our analysis revealed how complex it is to define the components of delay, and there were major differences between studies regarding definitions of onset of symptoms, first contact, and end of delay. A majority of the studies defined onset as the debut of any symptom; some studies defined onset as debut of cough; and one study defined onset as debut of any pulmonary symptom. A majority of the studies defined the first contact as the first visit to a qualified health care provider. Some studies defined the first contact as the time when the patient sought contact with any health care provider outside the household, including traditional practitioners. The studies also applied different definitions of the end of the delay. Some studies defined the end of health care system delay as the time when a correct diagnosis was made (diagnostic delay), while others defined it as the time the patient started treatment (treatment delay) or recorded both [28]. Realizing this variety of definitions, we saw the need to clearly define these variables in our study. Patient’s delay (PD) was defined as the interval between the onset of any symptom and the time when the patient sought contact with any health care provider outside the household, including traditional practitioners. We chose to define end of delay as the day the patient started treatment. Treatment delay (TD), which defines each patient’s contribution to the infectious pool, was thus defined as the interval between debut of any symptom and the start of treatment. We justify this approach based on the fact that the infectious period is the period during which the patient coughs, and according to multiple studies, coughing is the cardinal first symptom of approximately 95% of ss+ patients [30,42]. Usually, patients can accurately define the onset of their symptoms, and even distinguish a new coughing pattern from previous coughing patterns with other causes such as Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (COPD) or smoking [43]. The first symptom is important information and can be obtained with little extra effort by adding a question to patient registration forms. Moreover, this variable is not easily susceptible to “target perversion”, which means that it is not so easy to manipulate to fulfill official demands and goals; it is information provided directly by the patients and recorded in the NTP files. The files can also easily be designed to record all five categories of patients that contribute to the infectious pool. Of the five patient categories, new ss+ TB cases contribute the majority of infectious days (77%).

A more accurate understanding can be accomplished using TD as the main indicator. This is further illustrated by an Ethiopian intervention study wherein 32 local communities were randomly allocated to a control group of passive case findings or an intervention group of active case findings through monthly diagnostic outreach clinics, house visits, and public gatherings. In the intervention area, case finding was not significantly increased, but the TD was shortened. The proportion of patients with more than three months of symptoms was 41% in the intervention group and 63% in the control group. A sputum survey of 16,697 adults from the same area revealed a 2:1 ratio of ss+ cases receiving treatment to newly detected ss+ cases. The prevalence of ss+ TB was surprisingly low, only 78 per 100,000 [34, 44]. The studies were performed 10 years after the introduction of an effective DOTS program with 75% coverage and a 73% treatment success ratio [45].

One factor influencing the TD is the choice of health care practitioner. Patients who visit a hospital or a graduated private practitioner experience a shorter TD than do those who visit a village health worker, and patients who first visit a traditional healer experience the longest TD [42]. Longer TD is also associated with old age, rural residence, long distance to the clinic, low education level, and little knowledge of the symptoms of TB [42,46,47].

**Conclusion**

There is currently no accurate methodology available to measure or monitor the infectious pool of TB in a population, both tuberculin and sputum surveys have substantial limitations and are resource demanding. We have proposed the utilization of a systematic recording of TD to achieve an estimate of the total number of infectious days as a possible alternative. This can be obtained by a careful recording of the date of debut of symptoms and the date of start of treatment for each patient, thus measuring his or her contribution to the infectious pool. We have demonstrated practically how such an estimate could be utilized by the local TB program of the Amhara region of Ethiopia as a quantifiable variable. When this is said, it must be admitted that there is still a substantial methodological uncertainty. Further validation studies are needed, especially regarding reproducibility of data, the patient’s ability to recall the debut of symptoms, the size of the
undiagnosed group, and the contribution of the ss-cases.

The nature of epidemics is that their reproductive rate has a decisive impact on the epidemiological trend. In the western world, small changes in the host-parasite balance such as improved housing caused the TB epidemic to decline long before specific treatment and preventive measures were available. At the same time, symptomatic sexually transmitted infections almost disappeared when effective antibiotics became available, with a sharp decline in the reproductive rate as the TD was reduced [48]. The same changes should occur with regard to TB, and the crucial task is to reduce the unnecessary long treatment delay. In most cases the patients have been in touch with the formal health services as early as two weeks after the start of the symptoms. About 75% of the infectious pool could thus be attributed to delays in the health systems.
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